
clrninterest: Interview Protocols:LittleBigPlanet2
Interest-based Activities
Temporal narrative of involvement
How did you get started? Probe for how they got introduced to the interest/activity
            And then what happened?
            What do you think you want to do next?
            Do you think you'll still be doing this  next year/in high school/college/job?
 
Learning processes and benefits  of participation
These questions should fall out naturally from the temporal narrative
 
How did you learn more/get better?
Where do you go for help?
Do you have a role model, coach or mentor for your activity/interest?
Do you give and get feedback from others about your work with this  activity/interest? Probe for how assessment and
feedback work
Do you ever help/coach others?
What do you get out of your involvement in this  interest/activity?
     Does this  relate to the kinds of work you want to do as an adult?
     Has what you've learned through your interest/activity helped you in other areas like school or work?
 
Depth and specificities of involvement
 
What specific communities and activities that they engage in
Attendance at conventions, meet ups or competitions related to interest
Cross-cutting and adjacent interests groups and activities - other gaming, fan, craft groups that interest/activities transfer to
(eg. surfing and skating, AMVs and vidding)
Organizing, volunteering, collaboration, leadership related to interest - what role they play in the community
If they have a reputation or are "known" for their expertise or work
 
Site Administration 
If the respondent is an administrator of the forum:

How did you get involved as an admin/mod? 
How long have you been an administrator of the forum? How did you get this  title? 
What are the main roles that admins (or you as an admin) play?  What are the main challenges?
How does the forum ranking/penalty system work on the forum? Does it provide any benefits  to admins? Does it ever
create any problems? [Probe for cultural codes re: forum etiquette, and the source of the codes – i.e., forum rules,
higher ranked administrators, etc.]
Are there ever any times when admins have to watch out for bad behavior? If so, how is  this  handled? Do non-admins
ever watch out for bad behavior?
How does one "become" an admin?

 
If the respondent is not an administrator of the forum:

How does the forum ranking system work for members of the forum?
What are the main roles of the administrators on the forum?  How do people become administrators? Do you have any
interest or desire in becoming an administrator? Why or why not? 
Do you or other non-administrators ever comment on others’ bad behavior or compliment others on good kinds of
behaviors? If so, examples? [Probe for motivations behind action on forum, i.e., forum etiquette.]

 
Karma Systems        

How do you decide what to pay attention to in the forums? [Probe for status indicators in forum, such as profile rankings,
particular posts or comments, and why they are meaningful to respondent.]  
Are some parts  of the user rating system more important than others to you or to most people on the forum? [Probe



for what the respondent believes determines different aspects of the rating system, and what they mean.]
Are there some forum members that are better known or more respected than others? If so, why? How can you tell?
 Are there some members that are not as well liked or as well respected? Why, and how can you tell?

 
Modding/Level Editing Activities 

Are you involved in the modding and level design aspect of LBP2? [Probe for various experiences with or around level
development on the forum and in the game. Probe for pathways to level development or other skill development – i.e.,
roles such as logic development, artistic skill, leadership. If respondent discusses machinima, use below YES questions
to explore this theme.]
If no:

[Skip to next "If no" in this section.]
If yes:

How did you learn how to create levels? Did you mostly experiment in the game itself? Did you look for help
online? [Probe for technology use and social support]
 Does the website you are active in help you with creating levels?  How?  Were the website members willing to
help you as soon as you joined? Do you think it would be hard to learn or do certain things in the game if you
weren’t part of this  community?
Are there specific people on the forum you like or turn to for help? Tell me about them and how you found them.
Do you help others in the community? If so, how?
Have you ever shared levels  in the community? Why? What are some of the levels  that you shared?
How does the community recognize [members/levels] that are especially good?  E.g., download counts, ranking,
community spotlights.

Have you ever created a level with another player before?
If yes:

 How did you pick or find your co-author? [Probe for qualities they look for in a co-author, and qualities they may
look for that they use to reject potential partners on the forum.]
What do you do when you are a co-author of a [mod/level]? What do your co-authors do? Do you like co-authoring
[mod/level]?

If no:
 Have you ever played games or done other activities on the forum with other players?
Is  there anything about level developing that is  unappealing? [Probe skill/gender/interest/etc. for barriers.]
 What other kinds of activities do you do as a member of this  community if you don’t develop levels? Do you feel
part of the community even though you do not develop levels? 

 
Platform and Media Context 
What s ites/platforms do you spend most of your time on related to your interest/activity?
What do you spend the most time doing when you're on the s ite/platform?
    Probe for specific features, like designer features, forums, etc.
What did you have to learn about the technology in order to participate?
     Probe for what was challenging, how they learned
Are there other s ites you go to when you need to get information or learn about the platforms/tools/tech?
 
Peer supports/barriers 
Do your friends share your interest in x?
     Probe for where these friends are - school, community, online
     Have you made new friends because of your interest/activity?
     Have you introduced others to your interest/activity?
Is  your interest/activity popular among your friends in school? (Or was it, for adult interviewees)
     Probe for whether it is  associated with the popular kids, geeks, etc. For example - Is  there a stereotype or a particular
group that gets associated with the interest/activity?
     Probe for their own school peer group identity - What groups do you hang out with?
 
Learning institutions supports/barriers 
Does this  interest relate to anything you are doing in school?
Does your school have any clubs, classes, or activities related to your interest?
How about afterschool programs, summer camps, libraries, museums or other kinds of groups/classes?



What do your teachers think about your activity/interest? Do they know about it?
Has what you've learned in school been useful for your activity/interest?
Has your interest/activity been useful in school ass ignments or applications?
 
Family supports/barriers 
What do your parents think about your activity/interest?
     Probe for whether they share interest or have any expertise
     Probe for any rules or dis incentives limiting engagement
Are their other things your parents think you should be involved in instead?
How about s iblings or other family members?
 
Sweep question about other interests:
Do you have other interests or activities that you're really involved in right now?
 Probe for sports , music, performing arts , academic enrichment
 
General supports and contexts 
While the initial interview sequence should focus on the core interest/activity, we should test how much time/patience there is
for more general questions about media/tech ecologies and social supports. My guess is that it will be difficult to get at these
in the time frame of a single interest-focused interview, but they are included here for testing purposes. 
 
Media/Technology Ecology 
Can you describe the technology you use on a regular basis?
     Probe for computer, portable media devices, mobile phone, game devices, and technology outs ide of home (school,
library, friends' homes)
What is  a typical day like in terms of how you use technology and use media? Is  it different on a weekend?
     Probe for primary uses of computer, game devices, and mobile phone
Do you think of yourself as pretty tech savvy?
     Elicit for tech expertise self-identity. Use different wording depending on how they have responded to open ended
elicitation on tech use.
When did you start us ing computers and the Internet?
 
Family and Home 
Are your parents into computers/media?
     Probe for if parents are tech savvy
     Probe for profess ion of parents
Did your parents have rules about computers, games, or TV when you were growing up?
 
Peer relationships 
How do you like to keep in touch with your friends?
     Probe for mobile, Facebook, IM, web forums
Do you get to see your friends much outs ide of school and activities?
            What do you usually do when you get together?
Where do you meet up?
What friends are you in touch with most?
 
School and Enrichment 
What is  your school like?
     Probe for public/private, s ize
Do kids in your community do a lot of activities afterschool or in the summer?
     Probe for museums, libraries, summer camps, afterschool centers, etc.
 
Cross-referencing across cases and interest areas, if there is time and indicators of cross-cutting interest
 
Civic Engagement



Civic Engagement
Have you ever volunteered or gotten involved in a social issue or cause?
Give examples: environment, animal rights, school governance, online freedoms/policy, FB causes, community service,
volunteer, s ign a petition, attend rally, donate, and make media for a cause/community
            Was this  a requirement for school or a church group?
            How did you hear about it?
 
Ask about other involvement in interest areas:
Gaming, esp. Starcraft 2, Little Big Planet, modding, and other forms of meta gaming
Craft and other make communities
Coding and other geekdoms like robotics, math
Fandoms and fan production - eg. fanfic, fan art, fan vids, Harry Potter, anime, music fandoms
 
Demographic questions - if they did not take the background survey 
Who do you live with?
Who else is  in your family?
Where is  your family from?
What do your parents (or guardians) do?
Where do you live?
Where do you go to school and what grade are you in?
What is  your race or ethnicity?
What are your parents’ race or ethnicity? 


